
OCEANDOTCOMM 
The most innovative thing to happen in scicomm online! 

Agenda 
 

Thursday 3/15 
Evening: Check-in 

Welcome & and the great THEME Reveal (Iron Chef style) 
Program overview and expectations  
Provide thinking caps and a good attitude for participants who forgot them 
Social and activities 

 
Friday 3/16 
Morning:  Morning Motivation: get pumped! 

Meet our experts and see their presentations on the theme (this is the time to 
soak up genius) 
Breakouts – time with experts to further absorb the knowledge of your chosen 
experts 

   
Afternoon: Regroup – check in and progress report, announcements for upcoming events 

Break-out sessions with experts 
                           Field trips (by boat! by van! and aren't you excited to hear where you're going?) 
                           Time to explore or create 
 
Evening: Debrief/regroup (translation: brag to others about your super exciting day) 
                            
 
Saturday 3/17 
Morning: Morning Motivation: get pumped again! 

Break-out sessions with experts 
                    Field trips (to different places than before!) 

                          Time to explore or create 
 
 
Afternoon:  Regroup - check in and progress report, announcements for upcoming events 

Break-out sessions with experts 
                           Field trips (islands, marshes, and bay, oh boy!) 
                           Free time to explore 
 
Evening: Debrief/regroup  
   
 
 



Sunday 3/18 
Morning: Morning Motivation: get pumped for a third time! 

Break-out sessions with experts 
                           Field trips (better than the amusement park on the last day of eighth grade) 
                           Time to create 
 
Afternoon: Regroup - check in and progress report, announcements for upcoming events 

Break-out sessions with experts 
                          Time to create 

Regroup - check in and progress report, announcements for upcoming events 
 
Evening: Debrief/regroup 
                           Work on product(s): this is where we will all shine.   
                               
 
Monday 3/19 
Morning:   No pumping up today- we're almost out of time! 

Free time to finish up product(s).  World, get ready! 
Wrap-up 

                          Evaluations 
Afternoon: What’s next: Where do we go from here, how do we move this story forward 

Free time 
Social event (hooray) or check-out (boo) and head to NOLA 

 
Tuesday 3/20 
Morning: Check-out, leave LUMCON 

Have conflicting feelings: sadness that it's over but contentment about what we 
did and what was accomplished! 
 
 

This agenda is subject to change (and probably will). 


